REMAINING WORK

What is left for students for the rest of the semester?

1) Homework VI:
   > Homework VI will be submitted on December 11th
     > SIMD question will not be solved!
     > The graded homework will be returned in professor’s office on Friday, December 13th

2) The final exam:
   > Date: Wednesday, December 18, 2013
   > Time: 6 - 8:30
   > Place: JAB 473
   > Cumulative exam: everything covered this semester:
     > Homework: 1 - 6
     > The SIMD topic is not on the final exam
   > “Open Book” exam: you can use your notes, homework, handouts and books
     > Make sure you have your books with appendices and notes with you
   > Grading the exam and giving term grades will take a week
     > Please do not call nor send email to learn your final exam or term grade
     > Please see the professor to learn your grade
**CONTACTS:**

1) Students can see the professor about the lectures and the homework during the day and evening hours. It is advised that student make appointments so that the professor waits for them. **The professor will be at school every day until the exam day.**

2) Professor’s contact information:

   Room: 10.009 at 2 MTC  (718) 260-3101  Fax: (718) 260-3609  haldun@photon.poly.edu

   http://cis.poy.edu/haldun

   Open-door policy to see the professor
   If the door is closed, he might be teaching or at a meeting

   Send email or call him to make an appointment to see him at a certain time

3) All handout and lab files are at the course web site: [http://cis.poly.edu/cs614](http://cis.poly.edu/cs614)

4) Students have to make sure they have the textbook with its appendices, the homework and all the handouts with them during the final exam.

5) Students should not hesitate to contact the professor to ask questions and to review the homework.